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 monitorisahilanganelaporaberisalat.blogspot.com.my About Me A humble place to share and learn. I am just a simple girl who
spends most of her time with her family. You may find me not as active as I used to be but I can still be found with my family
every so often. You may also find me cooking, gardening, writing and the like. Hope you enjoy your stay at my blog.Q: How to

check if div is visible on page? I have div with ID #top and #footer, and when scrolling the page, my script must detect if
#footer is visible or not. I think about that: $(window).scroll(function () { if ($('#footer').is(':visible')) { // something } }); But

this is not valid. How can I check it correctly? A: You can use the.scrollTop() method to get the height of the element and
calculate it on each scroll. function isVisible(element) { var windowHeight = $(window).height(); var elementHeight =

element.offsetHeight; return (windowHeight + elementHeight) > window.scrollY; } $(window).scroll(function() { var el =
document.getElementById("footer"); if (isVisible(el)) { console.log("footer visible"); } else { console.log("footer not visible");
Avengers: Age of Ultron is the sequel to the 2014 release Avengers. In the film, the Avengers protect the Earth from the threats

of Ultron and an army of horrific robot warriors. The film follows the Avengers as they encounter different conflicts against
both the robot army and the super villain Ultron. Avengers 2 is an alternate version of Avengers. It features the same story as the

original film, with the exception of a few plot elements. The film follows a younger version of Tony Stark as he tries to figure
out how the Avengers were able to defeat the robot army from the first film. He eventually finds that the Infinity Stones had

been taken from him and given to another person, leaving him with only the powerless Iron Man 82157476af
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